We review developments in personnel selection since the previous review by Hough & Oswald (2000) in the Annual Review of Psychology. We organize the review around a taxonomic structure of possible bases for improved selection, which includes (a) better understanding of the criterion domain and criterion measurement, (b) improved measurement of existing predictor methods or constructs, (c) identification and measurement of new predictor methods or constructs, (d ) improved identification of features that moderate or mediate predictor-criterion relationships, (e) clearer understanding of the relationship between predictors or between predictors and criteria (e.g., via meta-analytic synthesis), ( f ) identification and prediction of new outcome variables, (g) improved ability to determine how well we predict the outcomes of interest, (h) improved understanding of subgroup differences, fairness, bias, and the legal defensibility, (i ) improved administrative ease with which selection systems can be used, ( j ) improved insight into applicant reactions, and (k) improved decision-maker acceptance of selection systems.
INTRODUCTION
Personnel selection has a long history of coverage in the Annual Review of Psychology. This is the first treatment of the topic since 2000, and length constraints make this a selective review of work since the prior article by Hough & Oswald (2000) . Our approach to this review is to focus more on learning (i.e., How has our understanding of selection and our ability to select effectively changed?) than on documenting activity (i.e., What has been done?). We envision a reader who vanished from the scene after the Hough & Oswald review and reappears now, asking, "Are we able to do a better job of selection now than we could in 2000?" Thus, we organize this review around a taxonomic structure of possible bases for improved selection, which we list below.
1. Better prediction of traditional outcome measures, as a result of:
a. better understanding of the criterion domain and criterion measurement b. improved measurement of existing predictor methods or constructs c. identification and measurement of new predictor methods or constructs d. improved identification of features that moderate or mediate predictorcriterion relationships e. clearer understanding of the relationship between predictors or between predictors and criteria (e.g., via meta-analytic synthesis)
2. Identification and prediction of new outcome variables 3. Improved ability to determine how well we predict the outcomes of interest (i.e., improved techniques for estimating validity) 4. Improved understanding of subgroup differences, fairness, bias, and the legal defensibility of our selection systems 5. Improved administrative ease with which selection systems can be used 6. Improved methods obtaining more favorable applicant reactions and better insight into to consequences of applicant reactions 7. Improved decision-maker acceptance of selection systems
Although our focus is on new research findings, we note that there are a number of professional developments important for anyone interested in the selection field. The Important Professional Developments sidebar briefly outlines these developments. (Soc. Ind. Organ. Psychol. 2003 ) have appeared. Jeanneret (2005) provides a useful summary and comparison of these documents.
IMPORTANT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
Guidance on computer and Internet-based testing is provided in an American Psychological Association Task Force report (Naglieri et al. 2004 ) and in guidelines prepared by the International Test Commission (Int. Test Comm. 2006) .
Edited volumes on a number of selection-related themes have appeared in the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology's two book series, including volumes on the management of selection systems (Kehoe 2000) , personality in organizations (Barrick & Ryan 2003) , discrimination at work (Dipboye & Colella 2004) , employment discrimination litigation (Landy 2005a) , and situational judgment tests (Weekley & Ployhart 2006 ). There are also edited volumes on validity generalization (Murphy 2003) , test score banding (Aguinis 2004) , emotional intelligence (Murphy 2006) , and the Army's Project A (Campbell & Knapp 2001) .
Two handbooks offering broad coverage of the industrial/organizational (I/O) field have been published; both containing multiple chapters examining various aspects of the personnel selection process (Anderson et al. 2001 , Borman et al. 2003 . Campbell's influential perspective on the dimensionality of performance (e.g., Campbell et al. 1993) and the large-scale demonstrations in the military's Project A (Campbell & Knapp 2001 ) of differential relationships between predictor constructs (e.g., ability, personality) and criterion constructs (e.g., task proficiency, effort, maintaining personal discipline) contributed to making this a major focus of contemporary research on predictorcriterion relationships.
Two major developments in understanding criterion dimensions are the emergence of extensive literature on organizational citizenship behavior (Podsakoff et al. 2000 ; see also Borman & Motowidlo 1997 , on the closely related topic of contextual performance) and on counterproductive work behavior (Sackett & Devore 2001 , Spector & Fox 2005 . Dalal (2005) presents a meta-analysis of relationships between these two domains; the modest correlations (mean r = -0.32 corrected for measurement error) support the differentiation of these two, rather than the view that they are merely opposite poles of a single continuum. Rotundo & Sackett (2002) review and integrate a number of perspectives on the dimensionality of job performance and offer task performance, citizenship performance, and counterproductive work behavior as the three major domains of job performance. With cognitively loaded predictors as generally the strongest correlates of task performance and noncognitive predictors as generally the best predictors in the citizenship and counterproductive behavior domains, careful attention to the criterion of interest to the organization is a critical determinant of the eventual makeup and success of a selection system.
Predictor-Criterion Matching
Related to the notion of criterion dimensionality, there is increased insight into predictorcriterion matching. This elaborates on the notion of specifying the criterion of interest and selecting predictors accordingly. We give several examples. First, Bartram (2005) offered an eight-dimensional taxonomy of performance dimensions for managerial jobs, paired with a set of hypotheses about specific ability and personality factors conceptually relevant to each dimension. He then showed higher validities for the hypothesized predictorcriterion combinations. Second, Hogan & Holland (2003) sorted criterion dimensions based on their conceptual relevance to various personality dimensions and then documented higher validity for personality dimensions when matched against these relevant criteria; see Hough & Oswald (2005) for additional examples in the personality domain. Third, Lievens et al. (2005a) medical schools as basic science-oriented versus patient care-oriented, and found an interpersonally oriented situational judgment test predictive of performance only in the patient care-oriented schools.
The Role of Time in Criterion Measurement
Apart from developments in better understanding the dimensionality of the criterion and in uncovering predictors for these different criterion dimensions, important progress has also been made in understanding the (in)stability of the criterion over time. Sturman et al. (2005) developed an approach to differentiating between temporal consistency, performance stability, and test-retest reliability. Removing the effects of temporal instability from indices of performance consistency is needed to understand the degree to which change in measured performance over time is a result of error in the measurement of performance versus real change in performance.
Predicting Performance Over Time
This renewed emphasis in the dynamic nature of the criterion has also generated studies that aim to predict change in the criterion construct. Studies have examined whether predictors of job performance differ across job stages. The transitional job stage, where there is a need to learn new things, is typically contrasted to the more routine maintenance job stage (Murphy 1989) . Thoresen et al. (2004) found that the Big Five personality factor of Openness was related to performance and performance trends in the transition stage but not to performance at the maintenance stage. Stewart (1999) showed that the dependability aspects of the Conscientiousness factor (e.g., self-discipline) were related to job performance at the transitional stage, whereas the volitional facets of Conscientiousness (e.g., achievement motivation) were linked to job performance at the maintenance stage. Also worthy of note in un- Stewart & Nandleolyar's (2006) comparison of interindividual and intraindividual variation in performance over time. In a sales sample, they find greater intraindividual variation than interindividual variation in week-to-week performance. These intraindividual differences were further significantly determined by whether people benefited from situational opportunities (i.e., adaptability). There was also evidence that particular personality traits enabled people to increase their performance by effectively adapting to changes in the environment. Sales people high in Conscientiousness were better able to benefit from situational opportunities when they saw these opportunities as goals to achieve (task pursuit). The reverse was found for people high in Openness, who might be more effective in task revision situations.
Criterion Measurement
Turning from developments in the conceptualization of criteria to developments in criterion measurement, a common finding in ratings of job performance is a pattern of relatively high correlations among dimensions, even in the presence of careful scale development designed to maximize differentiation among scales. A common explanation offered for this is halo, as single raters commonly rate an employee on all dimensions. Viswesvaran et al. (2005) provided useful insights into this issue by meta-analytically comparing correlations between performance dimensions made by differing raters with those made by the same rater. Although ratings by the same rater were higher (mean interdimension r = 0.72) than those from different raters (mean r = 0.54), a strong general factor was found in both. Thus, the finding of a strong general factor is not an artifact of rater-specific halo. With respect to innovations in rating format, Borman et al. (2001) introduced the computerized adaptive rating scale (CARS). Building on principles of adaptive testing, they scaled a set of performance behaviors and then used a computer to present raters with pairs of behaviors differing in effectiveness. The choice of which behavior best describes the ratee drives the selection of the next pair of behaviors, thus honing in on the ratee's level of effectiveness. Using ratings of videotaped performance episodes to compare CARS with graphic scales and behaviorally anchored scales, they reported higher reliability, validity, accuracy, and more favorable user reactions for CARS. Although this study is at the initial demonstration stage, it does suggest a potential route to higher-quality performance measures.
CAN WE PREDICT TRADITIONAL OUTCOME MEASURES BETTER BECAUSE OF IMPROVED MEASUREMENT OF EXISTING PREDICTOR METHODS OR CONSTRUCTS?
The prediction of traditional outcomes might be increased by improving the measurement of existing selection procedures. We outline five general strategies that have been pursued in attempting to improve existing selection procedures. Although there is research on attempts to improve measurement of a variety of constructs, much of the work focuses on the personality domain. Research in the period covered by this review continues the enormous surge of interest in personality that began in the past decade. Our sense is that a variety of factors contribute to this surge of interest, including (a) the clear relevance of the personality domain for the prediction of performance dimensions that go beyond task performance (e.g., citizenship and counterproductive behavior), (b) the potential for incremental validity in the prediction of task performance, (c) the common finding of minimal racial/ethnic group differences, thus offering the prospect of reduced adverse impact, and (d ) some unease about the magnitude of validity coefficients obtained using personality measures. There seems to be a general sense that personality "should" fare better than it does. Our sense is that what is emerging is that there are sizable relationships between variables in the personality domain and important work outcomes, but that the pattern of relationships is complex. We believe the field "got spoiled" by the relatively straightforward pattern of findings in the ability domain (e.g., relatively high correlations between different attempts to measure cognitive ability and consistent success in relating virtually any test with a substantial cognitive loading to job performance measures). In the personality domain, mean validity coefficients for single Big Five traits are indeed relatively small (e.g., the largest corrected validity, for Conscientiousness, is about 0.20), leading to some critical views of the use of personality measures (e.g., Murphy & Dzieweczynski 2005) . However, overall performance is predicted much better by compound traits and by composites of Big Five measures. In addition, more specific performance dimensions (e.g., citizenship, counterproductive work behavior) are better predicted by carefully selected measures that may be subfacets of broad Big Five traits (Hough & Oswald 2005 . As the work detailed below indicates, the field does not yet have a complete understanding of the role of personality constructs and personality measures.
Measure the Same Construct with Another Method
The first strategy is to measure the same construct with another method. This strategy recognizes that the constructs being measured (such as conscientiousness, cognitive ability, manual dexterity) should be distinguished from the method of measurement (such as self-report inventories, tests, interviews, work samples). In the personality domain, there have been several attempts at developing alternatives to traditional self-report measures. One has been to explicitly structure interviews around the Five-Factor Model , Van Iddekinge et al. 2005 ) instead of using self-report personality 
Improve Construct Measurement
A second strategy is to improve the measurement of the constructs underlying existing selection methods. For instance, in the personality domain, it has been argued that the validity of scales that were originally developed to measure the Five-Factor Model of personality will be higher than scales categorized in this framework post hoc. Evidence has been mixed: Salgado (2003) found such effects for Conscientiousness and Emotional (Bowler & Woehr 2006 , Lance et al. 2004 ), we have a better understanding of which factors affect the quality of construct measurement in assessment centers. First, well-designed assessment centers show more construct validity evidence (Arthur et al. 2000 , Lievens & Conway 2001 . For instance, there is better construct validity when fewer dimensions are used and when assessors are psychologists. High interassessor reliability is important; otherwise, variance due to assessors will be confounded with variance due to exercises because assessors typically rotate through the various exercises (Kolk et al. 2002) . Third, various studies (Lance et al. 2000 , Lievens 2002 ) identified the nature of candidate performance as another key factor. Construct validity evidence was established only for candidates whose performances varied across dimensions and were relatively consistent across exercises. 
Increase Contextualization
A third strategy is to increase the contextualization of existing selection procedures. We commonly view predictors on a continuum from sign to sample. General ability tests and personality inventories are then typically categorized as signs because they aim to measure decontextualized abilities and predispositions that signal or forecast subsequent workplace effectiveness. Conversely, assessment center exercises and work samples are considered to be samples because they are based on behavioral consistency between behavior during the selection procedure and job behavior. Increasing the contextualization of a personality inventory makes this distinction less clear. In particular, it has been argued that the common use of noncontextualized personality items (e.g., "I pay attention to details") is one reason for the relatively low criterion-related validities of personality scales. Because of the ambiguous nature of such items, a general frame of reference (how do I behave across a variety of situations) may be the basis for an individual's response for one item, whereas work behavior or some other frame of reference might serve as basis for completing another item. Contextualized personality inventories aim to circumvent these interpretation problems by using a specific frame of reference (e.g., "I pay attention to details at work"). Recent studies have generally found considerable support for the use of contextualized personality scales as a way of improving the criterion-related validity of personality scales (Bing et al. 2004 , Hunthausen et al. 2003 .
Reduce Response Distortion
A fourth strategy is to attempt to reduce the level of response distortion (i.e., faking). This approach seems especially useful for noncognitive selection procedures that are based on self-reports (e.g., personality inventories, biodata) rather than on actual behaviors. Recent research has compared different noncognitive selection procedures in terms of faking. A selfreport personality measure was more prone to faking than a structured interview that was specifically designed to measure the same personality factors (Van Iddekinge et al. 2005) . However, structured interviews themselves were more prone to impression management than were assessment center exercises that tapped interpersonal skills . So, these results suggest that faking is most problematic for self-report personality inventories, followed by structured interviews and then by assessment centers. Although social desirability corrections are still the single most used response-distortion reduction technique [used by 56% of human resource (HR) managers, according to a survey by Goffin & Christiansen (2003) ], research has shown that this strategy is ineffective. For example, Ellingson et al. (1999) used a within-subjects design and determined that scores obtained under faking instructions could not be corrected to match scores obtained under instructions to respond honestly. Building on the conclusion that corrections are not effective, Schmitt & Oswald (2006) examined the more radical strategy of removing applicants with high faking scores from consideration for selection and found this had small effects on the mean performance of those selected.
One provocative finding that has emerged is that important differences appear to exist between instructed faking and naturally occurring faking. Ellingson et al. (1999) found that the multidimensional structure of a personality inventory collapsed to a single factor under instructed faking conditions; in contrast, Ellingson et al. (2001) found that the multidimensional structure was retained in operational testing settings, even among candidates with extremely high social desirability scores. This suggests the possibility that instructed faking results in a different response strategy (i.e., consistent choice of the socially desirable response across all items), whereas operational faking is more nuanced. Note also that instructed faking studies vary in terms of whether they focus on a specific job, on the workplace in general, or on a nonspecified context. This merits additional attention, given the extensive reliance on instructed faking as a research strategy. We note that most research modeling the effects of faking have focused on top-down selection when using personality measures. However, in many operational settings, such measures are used with a relatively low fixed cutoff as part of initial screening. In such a setting, faking may result in an undeserving candidate succeeding in meeting the threshold for moving on to the next stage, but that candidate does not supplant a candidate who responds honestly on a rank order list, as in the case of top-down selection. The issue of unfairness to candidates responding honestly is less pressing here than in the case of top-down selection. In this vein, Mueller-Hanson et al. (2003) showed that faking reduced the validity of a measure of achievement motivation at the high end of the distribution but not at the low end, suggesting that faking may be less of an obstacle to screen-out uses of noncognitive measures than to screen-in uses.
Given these poor results for social desirability corrections, it seems important to redirect our attention to other interventions for reducing deliberate response distortion. So far, success has been mixed. A first preventive approach is to warn candidates that fakers can be identified and will be penalized. However, the empirical evidence shows only meager effects (around 0.25 standard deviation, or SD) for a combination of identification-only and consequences-only warnings on predictor scores and faking scale scores (Dwight & Donovan 2003) . A second approach requires candidates to provide a written elaboration of their responses. This strategy seems useful only when the items are verifiable (e.g., biodata items). Elaboration lowered mean biodata scores but had no effect on criterionrelated validity (Schmitt & Kunce 2002 , Schmitt et al. 2003 . Third, the use of forced response formats has received renewed atTop-down selection: selection of candidates in rank order beginning with the highest-scoring candidate Screen-out: selection system designed to exclude low-performing candidates Screen-in: selection system designed to identify high-performing candidates Elaboration: asking applicants to more fully justify their choice of a response to an item Frame-ofreference training: providing raters with a common understanding of performance dimensions and scale levels tention. Although a multidimensional forcedchoice response format was effective for reducing score inflation at the group level, it was affected by faking to the same degree as a traditional Likert scale at the individual-level analysis (Heggestad et al. 2006 ).
Impose Structure
A fifth strategy is to impose more structure on existing selection procedures. Creating a more structured format for evaluation should increase the level of standardization and therefore reliability and validity. Highly structured employment interviews constitute the best-known example of this principle successfully being put into action. For example, Schmidt & Zimmerman (2004) showed that a structured interview administered by one interviewer obtains the same level of validity as three to four independent unstructured interviews. The importance of question-and-response scoring standardization in employment interviews was further confirmed by the beneficial effects of interviewing with a telephone-based script (Schmidt & Rader 1999 ) and of carefully taking notes (Middendorf & Macan 2002) .
Although increasing the level of structure has been especially applied to interviews, there is no reason why this principle would not be relevant for other selection procedures where standardization might be an issue. Indeed, in the context of reference checks, Taylor et al. (2004) found that reference checks significantly predicted supervisory ratings (0.36) when they were conducted in a structured and telephone-based format. Similarly, provision of frame-of-reference training to assessors affected the construct validity of their ratings, even though criterionrelated validity was not affected (Lievens 2001 , Schleicher et al. 2002 .
Thus, multiple strategies have been suggested and examined with the goal of improving existing predictors. The result is several promising lines of inquiry. 
Emotional Intelligence
In recent years, emotional intelligence (EI) is probably the new psychological construct that has received the greatest attention in both practitioner and academic literature. It has received considerable critical scrutiny from selection researchers as a result of ambiguous definition, dimensions, and operationalization, and also as a result of questionable claims of validity and incremental validity (Landy 2005b , Murphy 2006 ; see also Mayer et al. 2008) . A breakthrough in the conceptual confusion around EI is the division of EI measures into either ability or mixed models (Côté & Miners 2006 . The mixed (self-report) EI model views EI as akin to personality. A recent meta-analysis showed that EI measures based on this mixed model overlapped considerably with personality trait scores but not with cognitive ability (Van Rooy et al. 2005) . Conversely, EI measures developed according to an EI ability model (e.g., EI as ability to accurately perceive, appraise, and express emotion) correlated more with cognitive ability and less with personality. Note too that measures based on the two models correlated only 0.14 with one another. Generally, EI measures (collapsing both models) produce a meta-analytic mean correlation of 0.23 with performance measures (Van Rooy & Viswesvaran 2004 ). However, this included measures of performance in many domains beyond job performance, included only a small number of studies using ability-based EI instruments, and included a sizable number of studies using self-report measures of performance. Thus, although clarification of the differing conceptualizations of EI sets the stage for further work, we are still far from being at the point of rendering a decision as to the incremental value of EI for selection purposes.
Situational Judgment Tests
Interest has recently surged in the class of predictors under the rubric of situational judgment tests (SJTs). Although not a new idea, they were independently reintroduced under differing labels and found a receptive audience. Motowidlo et al. (1990) (2001) meta-analyzed 102 validity coefficients (albeit only 6 predictive validity coefficients) and found a mean corrected validity of 0.34. Similarly, SJTs had incremental validity over cognitive ability, experience, and personality (Chan & Schmitt 2002 , Clevenger et al. 2001 . With this regard, there is also substantial evidence that SJTs have value for broadening the type of skills measured in college admission (Lievens et al. 2005a , Oswald et al. 2004 . Now that SJTs have established themselves as valid predictors in the employment and education domains, attention has turned to better understanding their features. The type of response instructions seems to be a key factor, as it has been found to affect the cognitive loading and amount of response distortion in SJTs (McDaniel et al. 2007 , Nguyen et al. 2005 (e.g., "What are you most likely to do?") exhibited lower correlations with cognitive ability and lower adverse impact but higher faking than knowledge-based instructions (e.g., "What is the best answer?"). The amount of fidelity appears to be another factor. For example, changing an existing video-based SJT to a written format (keeping content constant) substantially reduced the criterion-related validity of the test . We also need to enhance our understanding of why SJTs predict work behavior. Recently, procedural knowledge and implicit trait policies have been advocated as two plausible explanations (Motowidlo et al. 2006) . These might open a window of possibilities for more theory-based research on SJTs.
CAN WE PREDICT TRADITIONAL OUTCOME MEASURES BETTER BECAUSE OF IMPROVED IDENTIFICATION OF FEATURES THAT MODERATE OR MEDIATE RELATIONSHIPS?
In recent years, researchers have gradually moved away from examining main effects of selection procedures ("Is this selection procedure related to performance?") and toward investigating moderating and mediating effects that might explain when (moderators) and why (mediators) selection procedures factors are or are not related to performance. Again, most progress has been made in increasing our understanding of possible moderators and mediators of the validity of personality tests.
Situation-Based Moderators
With respect to situation-based moderators, Tett & Burnett's (2003) person-situation interactionist model of job performance provided a huge step forward because it explicitly focused on situations as moderators of trait expression and trait evaluation. Hence, this model laid the foundation for specifying the conditions under which specific traits will predict job performance. This model goes much further than the earlier distinction between weak and strong situations. Its main hypothesis states that traits will be related to job performance in a given setting when (a) employees vary in their level on the trait, (b) trait expression is triggered by various situational (task, social, and organizational) cues, (c) traitexpressive behavior contributes to organizational effectiveness, and (d ) the situation is not so strong as to override the expression of behavior. The model also outlines specific situational features (demands, distracters, constraints, and releasers) at three levels (task, social, and organizational); thus, it might serve as a welcome taxonomy to describe situations and interpret personality-performance relationships. Its value to understanding behavioral expression/evaluation as triggered by situations is not limited to personality but has also been fruitfully used in sample-based predictors such as assessment centers ).
Person-Based Moderators
The same conceptual reasoning runs through person-based moderators of personalityperformance relationships. Similar to situational features, specific individual differences variables might constrain the behavior exhibited, in turn limiting the expression of underlying traits. For example, the relation between Big Five traits such as Extraversion, Emotional Stability, and Openness to Experience and interpersonal performance was lower when self-monitoring was high because people who are high in self-monitoring seem to be so motivated to adapt their behavior to environmental cues that it restricts their behavioral expressions (Barrick et al. 2005 Hausknecht et al. (2002 Hausknecht et al. ( , 2007 showed that retesters perform better and are less likely to turn over, holding cognitive ability constant, which they attribute to higher commitment to the organization. In contrast, Lievens et al. (2005) reported lower-criterion performance among individuals who obtained a given score upon retesting than among those obtaining the same score on the first attempt. They also reported within-person analyses showing higher validity for a retest than an initial test, suggesting that score improvement upon retesting reflects true score change rather than artifactual observed score improvement.
Mediators
Finally, in terms of mediators, there is some evidence that distal measures of personality traits relate to work behavior through more proximal motivational intentions . Examples of such motivation intentions are status striving, communion striving, and accomplishment striving. A distal trait such as Agreeableness is then related to communion striving, Conscientiousness to accomplishment striving, and Extraversion to status striving. However, the most striking result was that Extraversion was linked to work performance through its effect on status striving. Thus, we are starting to dig deeper into personality-performance relationships in search of the reasons why and how these two are related.
CAN WE PREDICT TRADITIONAL OUTCOME MEASURES BETTER BECAUSE OF CLEARER UNDERSTANDING OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PREDICTORS AND CRITERIA?
In this section, we examine research that generally integrates and synthesizes findings from primary studies. Such work does not enable better prediction per se, but rather gives us better insight into the expected values of relationships between variables of interest. Such findings may affect the quality of eventual selection systems to the degree that they aid selection system designers in making a priori design choices that increase the likelihood that selected predictors will prove related to the criteria of interest. Much of the work summarized here is meta-analytic, but we note that other meta-analyses are referenced in various places in this review as appropriate.
Incremental Validity
A significant trend is a new focus in metaanalytic research on incremental validity. There are many meta-analytic summaries of the validity of individual predictors, and recent work focuses on combining metaanalytic results across predictors in order to estimate the incremental validity of one predictor over another. The new insight is that if one has meta-analytic estimates of the relationship between two or more predictors and a given criterion, one needs one additional piece of information, namely meta-analytic estimates of the correlation between the predictors. Given a complete predictor-criterion intercorrelation matrix, with each element in the matrix estimated by meta-analysis, one can estimate the validity of a composite of predictors as well as the incremental validity of one predictor over another. The prototypic study in this domain is Bobko et al.'s (1999) extension of previous work by Schmitt et al. (1997) biodata as predictors of overall job performance. They reported considerable incremental validity when the additional predictors are used to supplement cognitive ability and relatively modest incremental validity of cognitive ability over the other three predictors. We note that this work focuses on observed validity coefficients, and if some predictors (e.g., cognitive ability) are more range restricted than others, the validity of the restricted predictor will be underestimated and the incremental validity of the other predictors will be overestimated. Thus, as we address in more detail elsewhere in this review, careful attention to range restriction is important for future progress in this area. Given this interest in incremental validity, there are a growing number of meta-analyses of intercorrelations among specific predictors, including interview-cognitive ability and interview-personality relationships (Cortina et al. 2000; Huffcutt et al. 2001b ), cognitive ability-situational judgment test relationships , and personality-situational judgment tests relationships (McDaniel & Nguyen 2001) . A range of primary studies has also examined the incremental contribution to validity of one or more newer predictors over one or more established predictors (e.g., Clevenger et al. 2001 , Lievens et al. 2003 , Mount et al. 2000 . All of these efforts are aimed at a better understanding of the nomological network of relationships among predictors and dimensions of job performance. However, a limitation of many of these incremental validity studies is that they investigated whether methods (i.e., biodata, assessment center exercises) added incremental validity over and beyond constructs (i.e., cognitive ability, personality). Thus, these studies failed to acknowledge the distinction between content (i.e., constructs measured) and methods (i.e., the techniques used to measure the specific content). When constructs and methods are confounded, incremental validity results are difficult to interpret.
Range restriction:
estimating validity based on a sample narrower in range (e.g., incumbents) than the population of interest (e.g., applicants)
Individual Predictors
There is also meta-analytic work on the validity of individual predictors. One particularly important finding is a revisiting of the validity of work sample tests by Roth et al. (2005) . Two meta-analytic estimates appeared in 1984: an estimate of 0.54 by Hunter & Hunter (1984) and an estimate of 0.32 by Schmitt et al. (1984) , both corrected for criterion unreliability. The 0.54 value has subsequently been offered as evidence that work samples are the most valid predictor of performance yet identified. Roth et al. (2005) documented that the Hunter & Hunter (1984) estimate is based on a reanalysis of a questionable data source, and they report an updated metaanalysis that produces a mean validity of 0.33, highly similar to Schmitt et al.'s (1984) prior value of 0.32. Thus, the validity evidence for work samples remains positive, but the estimate of their mean validity needs to be revised downward.
Another important finding comes from a meta-analytic examination of the validity of global measures of conscientiousness compared to measures of four conscientiousness facets (achievement, dependability, order, and cautiousness) in the prediction of broad versus narrow criteria (Dudley et al. 2006 ). Dudley and colleagues reported that although broad conscientiousness measures predict all criteria studied (e.g., overall performance, task performance, job dedication, and counterproductive work behavior), in all cases validity was driven largely by the achievement and/or dependability facets, with relatively little contribution from cautiousness and order. Achievement receives the dominant weight in predicting task performance, whereas dependability receives the dominant weight in predicting job dedication and counterproductive work behavior. For job dedication and counterproductive work behavior, the narrow facets provided a dramatic increase in variance accounted for over global conscientiousness measures. This work sheds light on the issue of settings in which broad versus narrow trait (2003) reported a meta-analysis of the validity of final dimension ratings. They focused on final dimension ratings instead of on the overall assessment rating (OAR). Although the OAR is practically important, it is conceptually an amalgam of evaluations on a variety of dimensions in a diverse set of exercises. Several individual dimensions produced validities comparable to the OAR, and a composite of individual dimensions outperformed the OAR. Problem solving accounted for the most variance, followed by influencing others. In the cognitive ability domain, a crossnational team of researchers (Salgado et al. 2003a,b) reaffirmed U.S. findings of the generalizability of the validity of cognitive ability tests in data from seven European countries. Two meta-analyses addressed issues of "fit," with Arthur et al. (2006) focusing on personorganization fit and with Kristof-Brown et al. (2005) dealing more broadly with personjob, person-group, and person-organization fit. Both examined relationships with job performance and turnover, and both discussed the potential use of fit measures in a selection context. Correlations were modest, and there is virtually no information about the use of such measures in an actual selection context (with the exception of the interview; see Huffcutt et al. 2001a ). Thus, this remains a topic for research rather than for operational use in selection.
IDENTIFICATION AND PREDICTION OF NEW OUTCOME VARIABLES
A core assumption in the selection paradigm is the relative stability of the job role against which the suitability of applicants is evaluated. However, rapidly changing organizational structures (e.g., due to mergers, downsizing, team-based work, or globalization) have added to job instability and have challenged personnel selection (Chan 2000 , Kehoe 2000 ). As noted above, there has been a renewed interest in the notion of dynamic performance. In addition, a growing amount of studies have aimed to shed light on predictors (other than cognitive ability) related to the various dimensions of the higher-order construct of adaptability (Pulakos et al. 2000 (Pulakos et al. , 2002 .
Creatively solving problems, dealing with uncertain work situations, cross-cultural adaptability, and interpersonal adaptability are adaptability dimensions that have been researched in recent years. With respect to the dimension of creatively solving problems, George & Zhou (2001) showed that creative behavior of employees was highest among those high on Openness to Experience and when the situation created enough opportunities for this trait to be manifested (e.g., unclear means, unclear ends, and positive feedback). Openness also played an important role in facilitating handling uncertain work situations. Judge et al. (1999) showed that Openness was related to coping with organizational change, which in turn was associated with job performance. Regarding cross-cultural adaptability, Lievens et al. (2003) found that crosscultural training performance was predicted by Openness, cognitive ability, and assessment center ratings of adaptability, teamwork, and communication. Viewing desire to terminate an international assignment early as the converse of adaptability, Caligiuri (2000) found that Emotional Stability, Extraversion, and Agreeableness had significant negative relationships with desire to prematurely terminate the assignment in a concurrent validity study. Finally, interpersonal adaptability (measured by individual contextual performance of incumbents in team settings) was linked to structured interview ratings of social skills, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, and team knowledge (Morgeson et al. 2005) .
Clearly, many of these results have practical ramifications for broadening and changing selection practices in new contexts. For instance, they suggest that a selection process for international personnel based on job knowledge and technical competence should be broadened. Yet, these studies also share some limitations, as they were typically concurrent studies with job incumbents. However, an even more important drawback is that they do not really examine predictors of change. They mostly examined different predictors in a new context. To be able to identify predictors of performance in a changing task and organization, it is necessary to include an assessment of people "unlearning" the old task and then "relearning" the new task. Along these lines, Le Pine et al. (2000) focused on adaptability in decision making and found evidence of different predictors before and after the change. Prechange task performance was related only to cognitive ability, whereas adaptive performance (postchange) was positively related to both cognitive ability and Openness to Experience and was negatively to Conscientiousness.
IMPROVED ABILITY TO ESTIMATE PREDICTOR-CRITERION RELATIONSHIPS
The prototypic approach to estimating predictor-criterion relationships in the personnel selection field is to (a) estimate the strength of the linear relationship by correlating the predictor with the criterion, (b) correct the resulting correlation for measurement error in the criterion measure, and (c) further correct the resulting correlation for restriction of range. [The order of (b) and (c) is reversed if the reliability estimate is obtained on an unrestricted sample rather than from the selected sample used in step (a).] There have been useful developments in these areas.
Linearity
First, although relationships between cognitive ability and job performance have been found to be linear (Coward & Sackett 1990) , there is no basis for inferring that this will generalize to noncognitive predictors. In fact, one can hypothesize curvilinear relationships in the personality domain (e.g., higher levels of conscientiousness are good up to a point, with extremely high levels involving a degree of rigidity and inflexibility resulting in lower performance). Investigations into nonlinear relationships are emerging, with mixed findings [e.g., no evidence for nonlinear conscientiousness-performance relationships in research by Robie & Ryan (1999) , but evidence of such relationships in research by LaHuis et al. (2005)]. Future research needs to attend to a variety of issues, including power to detect nonlinearity, the possibility that faking masks nonlinear effects, and the conceptual basis for positing departures from linearity for a given job-attribute combination.
Meta-Analysis
Second, an edited volume by Murphy (2003) brings together multiple perspectives and a number of new developments in validity generalization. Important new developments include the development of new maximum likelihood estimation procedures (Raju & Drasgow 2003) and empirical Bayesian methods (Brannick & Hall 2003) . These Bayesian methods integrate meta-analytic findings with findings from a local study to produce a revised estimate of local validity. This is an important reframing: In the past, the question was commonly framed as, "Should I rely on meta-analytic findings or on a local validity estimate?" These Bayesian methods formally consider the uncertainty in a local study and in meta-analytic findings and weight the two accordingly in estimating validity. presentation of a taxonomy of ways in which range restriction can occur and of methods of correction (Sackett & Yang 2000) . Eleven different range restriction scenarios are treated, expanding the issue well beyond the common distinction between direct and indirect restriction. Another is an approach to making range restriction corrections in the context of meta-analysis. note that common practice in meta-analysis is to apply a direct range restriction correction to the mean observed intercorrelations among predictors, which in effect applies the same correction to each study. They offer an approach in which studies are categorized based on the type of restriction present (e.g., no restriction versus direct versus indirect), with appropriate corrections made within each category.
Range Restriction
The most significant development regarding range restriction is Hunter et al.'s (2006) development of a new approach to correcting for indirect range restriction. Prior approaches are based on the assumption that the third variable on which selection is actually done is measured and available to the researcher. However, the typical circumstance is that selection is done on the basis of a composite of measured and unmeasured variables (e.g., unquantified impressions in an interview), and that this overall selection composite is unmeasured. Hunter et al. (2006) developed a correction approach that does not require that the selection composite is measured. Schmidt et al. (2006) apply this approach to meta-analysis, which has implicitly assumed direct range restriction, and show that applying a direct restriction correction when restriction is actually indirect results in a 21% underestimate of validity in a reanalysis of four existing meta-analytic data sets.
We also note that two integrative reviews of the use of synthetic validation methods have appeared (Scherbaum 2005 , Steel et al. 2006 , which offer the potential for increased use of this family of methods for estimating criterion-related validity.
IMPROVED UNDERSTANDING OF SUBGROUP DIFFERENCES, FAIRNESS, BIAS, AND THE LEGAL DEFENSIBILITY OF OUR SELECTION SYSTEMS
Group differences by race and gender remain important issues in personnel selection. The heavier the weight given in a selection process to a predictor on which group mean differences exist, the lower the selection rate for members of the lower-scoring group. However, a number of predictors that fare well in terms of rated job relevance and criterionrelated validity produce substantial subgroup differences (e.g., in the domain of cognitive ability for race/ethnicity and in the domain of physical ability for gender). This results in what has been termed the validity-adverse impact tradeoff, as attempts to maximize validity tend to involve giving heavy weight to predictors on which group differences are found, and attempts to minimize group differences tend to involve giving little or no weight to some potentially valid predictors ). This creates a dilemma for organizations that value both a highly productive and diverse workforce. This also has implications for the legal defensibility of selection systems, as adverse impact resulting from the use of predictors on which differences are found is the triggering mechanism for legal challenges to selection systems. Thus, there is interest in understanding the magnitude of group differences that can be expected using various predictors and in finding strategies for reducing group differences in ways that do not compromise validity. Work in this area has been very active since 2000, with quite a number of important developments. Alternatives to the U.S. federal government's four-fifths rule for establishing adverse impact have been proposed, including a test for the significance of the adverse impact ratios (Morris & Lobsenz 2000) and pairing the adverse impact ratio with a significance test (Roth et al. 2006) . The issue of determining minimum qualifications (e.g., the lowest score a candidate can 
Subgroup Mean Differences
There have been important efforts at consolidating what is known about the magnitude of subgroup differences on various predictors. A major review by Hough et al. (2001) summarized the evidence for differences by race/ethnicity, gender, and age for a broad range of predictors, including cognitive abilities, personality, physical ability, assessment centers, biodata, interviews, and work samples. One theme emerging from that review is that there is considerable variation within subfacets of a given construct. For example, racial group differences on a number of specific abilities are smaller than differences on general cognitive ability, and race and gender differences vary within subfacets of the Big Five personality dimensions. A more focused review by Roth et al. (2001a) focused on differences by race/ethnicity on measures of cognitive ability. Roth and colleagues (2001a) add considerable nuance to the often-stated summary finding of white-black standardized mean differences of about 1.0 SD, noting (a) larger differences in applicant samples than incumbent samples, (b) larger differences in broad, pooled samples than in job-specific samples, and (c) larger differences in applicant samples for low-complexity jobs than for high-complexity jobs. The effects of range restriction mechanisms on subgroup differences were further explored by Roth et al. (2001b) in the context of multistage selection systems. Additional studies examined mean differences on other predictors, such as grade point average (Roth & Bobko 2000) , educational attainment (Berry et al. 2006) , and structured interviews (Roth et al. 2002) . Two meta-analyses examined race differences in performance measures (McKay & McDaniel 2006 , Roth et al. 2003 ; both reported overall uncorrected white-black mean differences of about 0.25 SD. 
Mechanisms for Reducing Differences
There is new insight into several hypothesized mechanisms for reducing subgroup differences. reviewed the cumulative evidence and concluded that several proposed mechanisms are not, in fact, effective in reducing differences. These include (a) using differential item functioning analysis to identify and remove items functioning differently by subgroup, (b) providing coaching programs (these may improve scores for all, but group differences remain), (c) providing more generous time limits (which appears to increase group differences, and (d ) altering test taking motivation. The motivational approach receiving most attention is the phenomenon of stereotype threat (Steele et al. 2002) . Although this research shows that the way a test is presented to students in laboratory settings can affect their performance, the limited research in employment settings does not produce findings indicative of systematic effects due to stereotype threat (Cullen et al. 2004 (Cullen et al. , 2006 . Finally, interventions designed to reduce the tendency of minority applicants to withdraw from the selection process are also not a viable approach for reducing subgroup differences because they were found to have small effects on the adverse impact of selection tests (Tam et al. 2004 ). did report some support for expanding the criterion as a means of reducing subgroup differences. The relative weight given to task, citizenship, and counterproductive behavior in forming a composite criterion affects the weight given to cognitive predictors. Sackett et al. cautioned against differential weighting of criteria solely as a means of influencing predictor subgroup differences; rather, they argued that criterion weights should reflect the relative emphasis the organization concludes is appropriate given its business strategy. They also reported some support for expanding the range of predictors used. predictors outside the cognitive domain can reduce the overall subgroup differences in some circumstances. This strategy has received considerable attention because broadening the range of predictors has the potential to both reduce subgroup differences and increase validity. There has been considerable activity regarding test score banding, including an integrative review featuring competing perspectives ) and an edited volume (Aguinis 2004) . Although banding is not advocated only as a device for reducing adverse impact, the potential for impact reduction is a key reason for the interest in banding. A clearer picture is emerging of the circumstances under which banding does or does not affect minority-hiring rates, with key features including the width of the band and the basis for selection within a band.
Forecasting Validity and Adverse Impact
New methods exist for forecasting the likely effects of various ways of combining multiple predictors on subsequent performance and on adverse impact. Although combining predictors via multiple regression is statistically optimal in terms of predicting performance, there may be alternative ways of combining that fare better in terms of adverse impact at what is judged to be an acceptably small reduction in validity. De Corte et al. (2007) applied the concept of Pareto optimality and provided a computer program that shows the set of predictor weights that give the lowest possible degree of subgroup difference at any given degree of reduction in validity. In other words, the procedure estimates the reduction in subgroup differences that would be attainable should the decision maker be willing to accept, say, a 1%, or a 5%, or a 10% reduction in validity. Thus, it makes the validity-diversity tradeoff very explicit. In another study, De Corte et al. (2006) offered a computer program for examining the effects of different ways of sequencing predictors in a multistage selection system to achieve intended levels of workforce quality, workforce diversity, and selection cost. Also, Aguinis & Smith (2007) offered a program for examining the effect of the choice of selection ratio on mean criterion performance and adverse impact.
Differential Prediction
New methods have been developed for examining differential prediction (i.e., differences in slopes and intercepts between subgroups). Johnson et al. (2001) applied the logic of synthetic validity to pool data across jobs, thus making such analyses feasible in settings where samples within jobs are too small for adequate power. Sackett et al. (2003) showed that omitted variables that are correlated with both subgroup membership and the outcome of interest can bias attempts to estimate slope and intercept differences and offer strategies for addressing the omitted variables problem.
IMPROVED ADMINISTRATIVE EASE WITH WHICH SELECTION SYSTEMS CAN BE USED
To increase the efficiency and consistency of test delivery, many organizations have implemented Internet technology in their selection systems. Benefits of Internet-based selection include cost and time savings because neither the employer nor the applicants have to be present at the same location. Further, organizations' access to larger and more geographically diverse applicant pools is expanded. Finally, it might give organizations a "hightech" image. Lievens & Harris (2003) reviewed current research on Internet recruiting and testing. They concluded that most research has focused on either applicants' reactions or measurement equivalence with traditional paperand-pencil testing. Two forms of the use of the Internet in selection have especially been investigated, namely proctored Internet testing and videoconference interviewing. With respect to videoconferencing interviews (and other technology-mediated interviews such as telephone interviews or interactive voice-response telephone interviews), there is evidence that their increased efficiency might also lead to potential drawbacks as compared with face-to-face interviews . Technology-mediated interviews might result in less favorable reactions and loss of potential applicants. However, it should be emphasized that actual job pursuit behavior was not examined.
The picture for Internet-based testing is somewhat more positive. With regard to noncognitive measures, the Internet-based format generally leads to lower means, larger variances, more normal distributions, and larger internal consistencies. The only drawback seems to be the somewhat higher-scale intercorrelations (Ployhart et al. 2003) . In within-subjects designs (Potosky & Bobko 2004 ), similar acceptable cross-mode correlations for noncognitive tests were found. However, this is not the case for timed tests. For instance, cross-mode equivalence of a timed spatial-reasoning test was as low as 0.44 (although there were only 30 minutes between the two administrations). On the one hand, the loading speed inherent in Internetbased testing might make the test different from its paper-and-pencil counterpart. In the Internet format, candidates also cannot start by browsing through the test to gauge the time constraints and type of items (Potosky & Bobko 2004 , Richman et al. 1999 . On the other hand, the task at hand (spatial reasoning) is also modified by the administration format change because it is not possible to make marks with a pen.
One limitation of existing Internet-based selection research is that explanations are seldom provided for why equivalence was or was not established. At a practical level, the identification of conditions that moderate measureUnproctored testing: testing in the absence of a test administrator Utility: index of the usefulness of a selection system ment equivalence would also be insightful (see the aforementioned example of the spatialreasoning test). More fundamentally, we believe that the current research on Internet testing is essentially conservative. Although an examination of equivalence is of key psychometric and legal importance, it does not advance our understanding of the new test administration format. That is, adapting traditional tests to the new technology is different from using the new technology to change existing tests/test administration and to enhance prediction. So, equivalence research per definition does not take the opportunity to improve the quality of assessment. Roznowski et al. (2000) offered an illustration of the use of cognitive processing measures that explicitly build on the possibilities of computerization to go beyond the type of measurement possible with paper-and-pencil testing and show incremental validity over a general cognitive measure in predicting training performance.
Unproctored Internet testing is a controversial example of the Internet radically changing the test administration process. Unproctored Internet testing might lead to candidate identification and test security concerns. Although test security problems might be partly circumvented by item banking and item-generation techniques (Irvine & Kyllonen 2002) , user identification seems to be a deadlock (unless sophisticated techniques such as retinal scanning become widely available). To date, there seems to be relative consensus that unproctored testing is advisable only in low-stakes selection (Tippins et al. 2006) . However, empirical evidence about the equivalence of proctored and unproctored testing in a variety of contexts is lacking.
Finally, it is striking that no evidence is available as to how Internet-based administration affects the utility of the selection system. So, we still do not know whether Internet selection affects the quantity and quality of the applicant pool and the performance of the people hired. However, utility studies of Internet-based selection seem necessary 
IMPROVED MEASUREMENT OF AND INSIGHT INTO CONSEQUENCES OF APPLICANT REACTIONS

Consequences of Applicant Reactions
Since the early 1990s, a growing number of empirical and theoretical studies have focused on applicants' perceptions of selection procedures, the selection process, and the selection decision, and their effects on individual and organizational outcomes. Hausknecht et al.'s (2004) meta-analysis found that perceived procedural characteristics (e.g., face validity, perceived predictive validity) had moderate relationships with applicant perceptions. Person characteristics (e.g., age, gender, ethnic background, personality) showed near-zero correlations with applicant perceptions. In terms of selection procedures, work samples and interviews were perceived more favorably than were cognitive ability tests, which were perceived more positively than personality inventories. This meta-analysis also yielded conclusions that raise some doubts about the added value of the field of applicant reactions. Although applicant perceptions clearly show some link with self-perceptions and applicants' intentions (e.g., job offer acceptance intentions), evidence for a relationship between applicant perceptions and actual behavioral outcomes was meager and disappointing. In fact, in the meta-analysis, there were simply too few studies to examine behavioral outcomes (e.g., applicant withdrawal, job performance, job satisfaction, and organizational citizenship behavior). Looking at primary studies, research shows that applicant perceptions play a minimal role in actual applicant withdrawal (Ryan et al. 2000 , Truxillo et al. 2002 . This stands in contrast with introductions to articles about applicant reactions that typically claim that applicant reactions have important individual and organizational outcomes. So, in applicant perception studies it is critical to go beyond selfreported outcomes (see also Chan & Schmitt 2004 ).
Methodological Issues
The Hausknecht et al. (2004) meta-analysis also identified three methodological factors that moderated the results found. First, monomethod variance was prevalent, as the average correlations were higher when both variables were measured simultaneously than when they were separated in time. Indeed, studies that measured applicant reactions longitudinally at different points in time (e.g., Schleicher et al. 2006 , Truxillo et al. 2002 , Van Vianen et al. 2004 ) are scarce and demonstrate that reactions differ contingent upon the point in the selection process. For example, Schleicher et al. (2006) showed that opportunity to perform became an even more important predictor of overall procedural fairness after candidates received negative feedback. Similarly, Van Vianen et al. (2004) found that pre-feedback fairness perceptions were affected by different factors than were postfeedback fairness perceptions. Second, large differences between student samples and applicant samples were found. Third, correlations differed between hypothetical and authentic contexts. The meta-analysis showed that the majority of applicant reactions studies were not conducted with actual applicants (only 36.0%), in the field (only 48.8%), and in authentic contexts (only 38.4%); thus, these methodological factors suggest that some of the relationships found in the meta-analysis might be either under-or overestimated (depending on the issue at hand). Even among actual applicants, it is important that the issue examined is meaningful to applicants. This is nicely illustrated by Truxillo & Bauer (1999) . They investigated applicants' reactions to test score banding in three separate actual applicant samples. Race differences in applicants' reactions to banding were found only in a sample wherein participants were really familiar with banding.
Influencing Applicant Reactions
Despite these critical remarks, the field of applicant reactions also made progress. New ways of obtaining more favorable applicant reactions were identified. In a longitudinal study, Truxillo et al. (2002) demonstrated that the provision of information to candidates prior to the selection process might be a practical and inexpensive vehicle to improve applicant reactions. Applicants who were given information about a video-based test perceived this test as fairer both at the time of testing and one month later, upon receiving their test results. However, more distal behavioral measures were not affected by the pretest information. The provision of an explanation for selection decisions was identified as another practical intervention for promoting selection procedure fairness (Gilliland et al. 2001 , Ployhart et al. 1999 . Although no one ideal explanation feature to reduce applicants' perceptions of unfairness was identified, explanations seemed to matter. It was noteworthy that Gilliland et al. (2001) even found evidence for a relationship between the type of explanation provided and actual reapplication behavior of applicants of a tenure-track faculty position.
Measurement of Applicant Reactions
Another important positive development in this field is improved measurement of applicants' perceptions and attitudes. Unidimensional and study-specific measures were replaced by newer multidimensional and theory-driven measures that have the potential to be used across many studies. Three projects were most noteworthy. First, Bauer et al. (2001) developed the selection procedural justice scale. This scale was based on procedural justice theory and assessed 11 procedural justice rules. Second, Sanchez et al. (2000) used expectancy theory to develop a multifaceted measure of test motivation, called the Valence, Instrumentality, and Expectancy Motivation Scale. This measure proved to be a more theory-driven way of structuring and measuring the construct of test motivation as compared with the extant unidimensional motivation scale of the Test Attitude Scale (Arvey et al. 1990 ). Third, McCarthy & Goffin (2004) undertook a similar effort as they tried to improve on the unidimensional test-anxiety subscale of the Test Attitude Scale (Arvey et al. 1990 ). Specifically, they focused on anxiety in employment interviews and developed the Measure of Anxiety in Selection Interviews. To this end, McCarthy & Goffin (2004) borrowed on separate streams of anxiety research and conceptualized interview anxiety as consisting of five dimensions: communication anxiety, appearance anxiety, social anxiety, performance anxiety, and behavioral anxiety. Results confirmed that this context-specific multidimensional anxiety measure had a consistent negative relationship with interview performance and explained additional variance over and above noncontextualized anxiety scales. In short, the field of applicant reactions has made strides forward in terms of better measuring applicant reactions as several multidimensional and theory-driven improvements over existing measures were developed. Some progress was also made in terms of devising ways of obtaining more favorable applicant reactions (i.e., through the use of pretest information and posttest explanations). Yet, we highlighted the meager evidence of a relationship between applicant perceptions and key individual and organizational consequences (e.g., actual withdrawal from the selection process, test performance, job satisfaction, and organizational citizenship behavior) as the Achilles heel of this field. 
IMPROVED DECISION-MAKER ACCEPTANCE OF SELECTION SYSTEMS
Research findings outlined above have applied value only if they find inroads in organizations. However, this is not straightforward, as psychometric quality and legal defensibility are only some of the criteria that organizations use in selection practice decisions. Given that sound selection procedures are often either not used or are misused in organizations (perhaps the best known example being structured interviews), we need to better understand the factors that might impede organizations' use of selection procedures. Apart from broader legal, economic, and political factors, some progress in uncovering additional factors was made in recent years. One factor identified was the lack of knowledge/awareness of specific selection procedures. For instance, the two most widely held misconceptions about research findings among HR professionals are that conscientiousness and values both are more valid than general mental ability in predicting job performance (Rynes et al. 2002 ). An interesting complement to Rynes et al's (2002) examination of beliefs of HR professionals was provided by Murphy et al.'s (2003) survey of I/O psychologists regarding their beliefs about a wide variety of issues regarding the use of cognitive ability measures in selection. I/O psychologists are in relative agreement that such measures have useful levels of validity, but in considerable disagreement about claims that cognitive ability is the most important individual-difference determinant of job and training performance.
In addition, use of structured interviews is related to participation in formal interviewer training (Chapman & Zweig 2005 , Lievens & De Paepe 2004 . Another factor associated with selection practice use was the type of work practices of organizations. Organizations use different types of selection methods contingent upon the nature of the work being done (skill requirements), training, and pay level (Wilk & Cappelli 2003) . Finally, we also gained some understanding of potential operating factors in the international selection area. In that context, the issue of gaining acceptance for specific selection procedures is even more complicated due to tensions between corporate requirements of streamlined selection practices and local desires of customized ones. A 20-country study showed that national differences accounted for considerable variance in selection practice, whereas differences grounded in cultural values (uncertainty avoidance and power distance) explained only some of the variability .
Taken together, this handful of studies produced a somewhat better understanding of potential factors (e.g., knowledge, work practices, and national differences) related to acceptance of selection procedures. Yet, there is still a long way to go. All of these studies were descriptive accounts. We need prescriptive studies that produce specific strategies for gaining acceptance of selection practices or successfully introducing new ones. Along these lines, Muchinsky (2004) presented an interesting case study wherein he used a balancing act (combining strategies of education, shared responsibility, negotiation, respect, and recognition of available knowledge of all stakeholders) to successfully implement psychometrically straightforward test development principles of a job knowledge test in an organizational context.
CONCLUSION
We opened with a big question: "Can we do a better job of selection today than in 2000?" Our sense is that we have made substantial progress in our understanding of selection systems. We have greatly improved our ability to predict and model the likely outcomes of a particular selection system, as a result of developments such as more and better metaanalyses, better insight into incremental validity, better range restriction corrections, and better understanding of validity-adverse impact tradeoffs. Thus, someone well informed about the research base is more likely to attend carefully to determining the criterion constructs of interest to the organization, more likely to select trial predictors with prior conceptual and empirical links to these criteria, more likely to select predictors with incremental validity over one another, and less likely to misestimate the validity of a selection system due to use of less-than-optimal methods of estimating the strength of predictorcriterion relationships.
We have identified quite a number of promising leads with the potential to improve the magnitude of predictor-criterion relationships should subsequent research support initial findings. These include contextualization of predictors and the use of implicit measures. We also have new insights into new outcomes and their predictability (e.g., adaptability), better understanding of the measurement and consequences of applicant reactions, and better understanding of impediments of selection system use (e.g., HR manager misperceptions about selection systems). Overall, relative to a decade ago, at best we are able to modestly improve validity at the margin, but we are getting much better at modeling and predicting the likely outcomes (validity, adverse impact) of a given selection system.
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